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Video title: 1.4 Popular views and physical activity 

Learning outcome: 

• To describe what popular view means 

• To consider how we perceive what being fit means 

• To explore popular views around appearance 

• To explore popular views surrounding physical activity types 
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A popular view can be defined as a formed opinion which has been shaped or influenced by those 
around us. 
 
Those around us can be considered our friends and family, but more often than not we are 
influenced by media and community and nation wide trends. 
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What determines fitness? Popular view in society places considerable value on the physical 
dimension of Hauora. We value muscular strength and cardiovascular fitness. We get bombarded 
by images of males and females in the gym lifting weight and out hitting the road jogging. 
 
These views are in stark contrast of how we as physical educators perceive fitness, or what is 
probably a better term – well being. Hauora is the Maori philosophy of Well-being which plays a 
big part of physical education in New Zealand schools. Hauora is represented by four walls of a 
whare, each wall representing a different dimension – physical, social, mental and emotional and 
spiritual. Balance in all four dimensions are necessary if we are to maintain our well being. 
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I want to split body appearance into three categories – physical shape, beauty and clothing. 
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Popular view suggests there is an ideal physical shape we should strive to achieve. 
 
The ideal “shape” for a male consists of a 6 pack, big biceps and a manly chest. Essentially 
portraying the stereotypical masculine look. Not unlike the image presented here. 
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Popular view perceives the ideal female “shape” to be skinny and well toned. 
 
Media plays a huge role in constructing this popular view, with magazines emphasising this often 
unattainable physical appearance. 
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Society values beauty. It is represented all through the media where we often see beautiful 
athletes gaining more exposure. We are familiar with our own Dan Carter and the media and 
exposure he used to receive outside of his chosen sport of rugby. Another example is Alex 
Morgan, an American soccer player. 
 
Both of these athletes receive a huge amount of exposure, publicity and even endorsements. We 
buy products endorsed by them in the hope we can replicate their success and physical 
appearance.  
 
This links well with the concept of commodification which we will explore in a later video. In the 
professional era, players become commodities that sponsors and organisations can leverage for 
trade in the form of money. 
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Clothing links closely to the portrayal of body where we see females that can be exploited or 
sexualised for what they wear. Well publicised instances of this include the Australian women's 
basketball team wearing a one piece suit to play basketball in, and the regulations surrounding 
women's beach volleyball when the federation for international volleyball chose to standardise the 
womens uniform. While supporters of the rule change claimed it made sense from a practical 
standpoint, others suggested it was to boost viewing numbers. 
 
It isn’t just limited to females however. More and more we are starting to see images of what we 
are expected to conform to. To run fast do you need to be in the latest brand of compression 
clothing? If I want to step into a gym do I need to make sure I look good in the latest stringer or 
training gear? 
 
The expectations we face on a day to day basis are often unrealistic if we feel we cannot meet 
them. In this case we can be negatively affected by clothing as a part of body appearance. If 
people in society believe they CAN meet these expectations, clothing can be an enabler for them. 
It is an opportunity to take pride in their physical appearance and boost self confidence and their 
self image. 
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We make some assumptions about mode or type of physical activity that people participate in. We 
base this on a person's, age, body shape, physical appearance and gender. 
 
Take the following images for example. 
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You could assume many things about these four people. What do I think? I would probably lean 
toward something like a skater, fisherman, a cyclist trying to lose weight, and no idea about the 
last guy. 
 
But who decides what we should and shouldn’t participate in? Why do we allow these perceptions 
to manifest? 
 
In all reality, can any one skateboard? Who says an old man has to fish or play bowls? And those 
last two images? Well the female who I thought looked like she was trying to lose weight, is 
actually one of the greatest Australian Paralympic athletes of all time, triple gold medallist Louise 
Sauvage. The big bloke squatting down is actually Musashimaru, only the second foreign-born 
sumo wrestler in history to reach the rank of yokozuna. 
 
We can’t let popular view dictate our perceptions of what participation should look like. 
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In summary we looked at common perceptions around what we perceive fitness to mean. 
 
We split body appearance into three different categories and consider how each one is influenced 
by society views and opinion. 
 
We looked at some assumptions around mode of physical activity and what we perceive to be as 
appropriate physical activity for a person. 
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So what and who determines fitness? Is it body fat percentage, how quick you can run 3km, how 
much you weigh? And what happens if we don’t fall into society's perception of what being fit looks 
like? 
 
If the popular views suggests that these features are what represent fitness, then we send a 
message to society that they need to conform. Should we all sign up at the local gym? Then enter 
the next half marathon because popular view suggests that is what I should be doing? Or should 
we consider being confident in our own definition of well being and refuse to be defined by what 
society suggests fitness is. 
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Why does society tend to conform to this popular view that males need to be masculine and 
females need to be feminine? And who benefits from this? Magazines? Gyms? Supplement 
companies? 
 
Has the beauty or appearance of athletes influenced you in a positive or negative manner? 
Beautiful athletes can have a positive influence on participation physical activity, but it can also 
take the opposite form by ostracizing other from participation.  
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Why does society place so much value on outward appearance? We allow stereotypes and 
assumptions shape our thoughts, why is this? Can we make our own decisions? If so, what 
influences those decisions? 
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